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ABSTRACT
SEX, WEALTH, AND POWER: AUDIENCE AND THE REAL ORANGE COUNTY
MAY 2006
ELIZABETH K. KRIEG, B.A. CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor John Brigham
This work explores the connections between sex, wealth, and power present in the Haidl
gang rape and the two subsequent trials. My focus is the politics of affluence, the female
body, notions of public and private space, gender socialization, youth culture and law,
and I interpret Orange County and its place in popular culture by means of mass media
and personal experience. Due to this location’s prominence, tendencies evident in this
crime and the community’s response may ultimately have national effects.
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INTRODUCTION
On July S*, 2003, three teenagers, Greg Haidl, Kyle Nachreiner, and Keith Spann,
drugged and gang raped a 16-year-old girl, penetrating her with their penises, fingers, and
a variety of foreign objects. They also videotaped what they did. With the exception of
the videotape, none of this is particularly unusual, neither in terms of the rape’s specifics,
nor of the occurrence of group sexual assaults among all sexual crimes. It is not unusual
that the rape took place in a wealthy suburb, or that the community’s reaction to the
crime took the form of condemnation of the victim, and concern for the “good boys” who
attacked her.
What makes this case especially interesting to me, despite what I have just noted,
is that 1 was bom and raised in that same wealthy suburb of Orange County, California,
and that millions of people watch two television programs devoted to the area, the
fictional The OC and reality series Laguna Beach: The Real Orange County, each week.
In the three years both programs have been on the air. Orange County has become of
impressive cultural significance for key advertising demographics and arbiters of cool
youth ethos. What this work seeks to explore is the link between sex, audience, and
power present in this crime and the two subsequent trials, and the way that the politics
that seem to always accompany affluence are so clearly interconnected with law, the
female body, notions of public and private space, gender socialization, and youth culture.
If huge segments of a population are willing to not only believe Haidl’ s claims that his
exposure to Internet pornography sparked his adolescent interest in deviant sexual
behavior but to accept this claim as an excuse for his actions, what can’t be
excused?
Because Haidl was wrong in his explanation, pornography isn’t the root
of his divergence
1
from normal sexual development; indeed sexuality is just a small part of the situation.
This case causes me to think it may be reasonable to indict an entire way of life.
2
CHAPTER I
ENTITLEMENT TO RAPE?
When media coverage of the Haidl rape trial was at its zenith, commonly heard
was the suggestion that the three defendants were unlikely to have engaged in any sexual
act against Jane Doe’s will because they are too affluent and well-connected to need to
resort to violence or coercion in order to satisfy their sexual desires. Apparently those
who embraced this approach to the crime were unfamiliar with the established and
remarkably cohesive literature pertaining to gang rape.
In her study of 24 documented cases of alleged gang rape that took place between
1981 and 1991 on college campuses, psychologist Chris O’Sullivan found that the most
likely group of male students to take part in such activities are those considered elite by
the college community. O’Sullivan argues that it is precisely because of this elite status
that the rapists believe that they can commit their crimes without fear of punishment; the
result is a combination of being above suspicion by campus and legal authorities, as well
as a sense of entitlement. Neither encourages reflection on the nature of personal
responsibility or respect for the rights of others.'
According to a 1985 report written by Julie Ehrhart and Bernice Sandler for the
Association of American Colleges based on their study of 1 10 campus gang rapes, the
use of drugs or spiked drinks are regularly utilized by would-be gang rapists, who
generally don’t approach the intended victim as a group. Instead, one of the attackers is
likely to sit near the victim, often talking to her or engaging in preliminary sexual
activities, such as kissing, until the drugs or alcohol have taken effect At
this point, the
’ O' Sullivan, C. (1993). “Fraternities and the Rape Culture.” In E.
Buchwald P. Hetcher, & M. Roth
^ Transforming a Rape Culture . Minneapolis, MN; Milkweed Editions.
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rest of the group approaches the victim, who often reacts with confusion if she remains
conscious.^
In a 1996 report on campus gang rape, anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sanday cites
college counselors who assert that gang rape is a “regular event on every college
campus,” ^ and in Bernard Lefkowitz’s book on the very similar high school rape case in
Glen Ridge, New Jersey, classmates of the perpetrators and the victim admit to learning
about “pulling train” and other related gang rape practices from older friends and siblings
in college/
While the majority of the literature on gang rape commonalities deals with the
context of college and professional athletics and the aggressive culture that supports both,
it certainly isn’t difficult to see the parallels between that research and my own. In Susan
Browmiller’s research on wartime rape she notes, “the ramming of a stick, a bottle, or
some other object into a woman’s vagina is a not uncommon coup de grace'' and that in
one-quarter of rapes studied for a separate research project, “the victim was subject to
some form of extra insult beyond the simple rape. Sexual humiliation ran higher in group
rapes than in individual rapes.” Indeed, gang rapes are more likely to include forced
fellatio, pulling, biting or burning the breast, and putting semen on the body of the victim
than are individual rapes. All of these elements were present in the assault on Jane Doe.
The Haidl case also comports with accepted ideas about gang rape in the
men’s selection of their victim. Jane Doe had already been sexually active with Haidl
and Spann, and was described as an outsider by friends of the defendants.
Because she
^ Koss, M., & Harvey, M. (1991). The Rane Vicdm: Clinical and Commun ity InterYCnUons.
Newbury
Park, CA: Sage Library of Social Research.
^ Sanday, P. (1996). A Woman Scorned; Acquaintance Rape on Trial [Electronic
version]. WqiuchIs
Rights Law Reporter. 18(379).
^ Leflcowitz, B. (1997). OurGuvs - New York: Vintage.
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had no close ties to the larger social group, it was unlikely that she would confide in
anyone that the three most popular males in the group had abused her. Essentially, she
was a safe bet.^
In addition to the use of drugs and alcohol to sedate their victim, the use of
foreign object for penetration during the course of the assault, humiliation techniques,
and their elite status, Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann also fall in line with accepted research
regarding gang rape in another crucial aspect; the need to show others what they had
done. According to Sanday’s research, the gang rape ritual is not complete without
further humiliating the victim by means of introducing an audience. This is often
achieved by inviting other men to participate in the assault by watching the action from
another location, or, far less commonly, by videotaping the events for future public
viewing, as in the Haidl case. In their research, Ehrhart and Sandler found that
“Voyeurism is often a part of the acquaintance gang rape. At one campus, brothers not
involved directly in the rape watched through a peephole; at another campus, pictures
were taken. As still another campus, brothers would raise ladders to the window of other
brothers’ rooms who were having sex with women”.^
That voyeurism is a typical feature of gang rapes is indicative of what is accepted
by many researchers as the defining quality of group sexual assault. Most of the
aforementioned tendencies are found among all forms of gang rape, regardless of their
situational specifics. The rapes in the research discussed here share another quality, and
are part of a unique phenomenon that has been less widely researched; they are all
examples of acquaintance gang rape. The term, coined by Sandler and Ehrhart, is
self-
’ Leflcowitz, B. (1997). QurQuyS- New York: Vintage.
, o F.Kr..«rv i s
Ehrhart, J. K., & Resnick Sandler, B. (n.d.). Campus Gang Rape: Party Games?. Retrieved
February 15.
2006, from http://www.bemicesandler.com/id50.htm
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explanatory and indicates as much about the dynamic between the perpetrators as that
between the perpetrators and their victim.
That these rapes occur in male-only environments is no coincidence, and that
perpetrators of such assaults typically admit to frequent use of pornography only
reinforces that gang rapists are accustomed to viewing women in an sexually objectified
context, making the leap to viewing classmates, and women and girls in general similarly,
that much easier.
The link between pornography, particularly violent pornography, and a general
desensitization to suffering is not new. In her “How Rape is Encouraged in American
Boys,” Myriam Miedzian includes a study conducted by psychologists Edward
Donnerstein, Daniel Linz, and Steven Penrod in which they sought to examine the
numbing qualities of slasher movies. According to their study, as well as the vast
majority of similar studies conducted since the 1950s, the “cathartic hypothesis,” or the
suggestion that viewing violent activity provides an ‘outlet’ for similar emotions in the
viewer, thus making the viewer less likely to commit violent acts him/herself, is untrue.
In fact, according to the Donnerstein, Linz, and Penrod study, members of the group of
52 men shown one slasher film daily for five days would indicate that the opposite of that
hypothesis is true. The men, selected from a larger group on the grounds that they were
the “least likely to be desensitized” reported “female victims of assault and rape were less
injured than did men in a control group. They were less able to empathize with real-life
rape victims.” Miedzian also notes that the authors highlight “the frequent juxtaposition
in slasher films of extremely violent scenes with relaxing music or mildly erotic
scenes is
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very similar to the techniques used in desensitization therapy to get people to engage in
behavior that was previously too anxiety-provoking.”^
The point here is clear: exposure to violent sexual themes does not provide some
sort of release for men who experience comparable urges any more than the mutilation of
ammals liberates serial killers while children jfrom their murderous intentions as adults.
In fact, the combination of pleasure or relaxation with anxiety-provoking stimuli serves
to reinforce the connection between positive feelings and anti-social and violent
behaviors.
As will be discussed later in this project, Greg Haidl admitted to frequent use of
pornography, and a major component of the defense’s argument was that the videotape
was an amateur attempt to make a pornographic film. According to defense witness
Sharon Mitchell, physical positions adopted by the defendants were “consistent with
o
pornography.’ Indeed, it is clear from comments made by Haidl himself that even he
believes that his exposure to pornography serves as an explanation of sorts. Furthermore,
regardless of any lingering public dispute about the association between exposure to
pornography and sexual assault, there is copious research to suggest that exposure to
pornographic materials “undermines some men’s internal inhibitions against acting out
their rape desires”.’ Additionally, there is research supporting the correlation between
reported incidents of sexual assault and the legal, and therefore wider, availability of
pornographic materials, and some research indicates that “proliferation of pornographic
’’
Miedzian, M. (1993). “How Rape is Encouraged in American Boys.” In E. Buchwald P. Fletcher, & M.
Roth (Eds.), Transforming a Rape Culture . Minneapolis, MN: Milkweed Editions.
* Bharath, D. (2004, June 4). Adult film star denied from stand. Los Angeles Times.
’ Stoltenberg, J. (1993). “Making Rape an Election Issue.” In E. Buchwald P. Fletcher, & M.
Roth rF/ls V Transforming a Race Culture . Minneapolis, MN: Milkweed Editions.
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magazines and the level of urbanization explained variance in rape rates more than did
unemployment, economic inequality, sexual inequality, and social disorganization.”'®
In addition to exemplifying many of the accepted findings of research on group
sexual assault, the assault on Jane Doe also holds numerous truths about politics, culture
and law. Visible in the reaction to the assault and both local and national media coverage
of the trials are familiar staples of prime-time soap operas— but there is more, as well. If
a place as corrupt as Orange County can hold an entire generation’s attention the way it
has, and continues to, what surprise can Abu Grab and other military abuses be? The
Haidl case can reveal the interconnected realities of authority and affluence and backyard
pool parties, and communicates more directly about real politics than counting ever
could. As California goes, so goes the nation?
'®
Hill, S and Silver, N. (1993). “Civil Rights Antipomogr^hy Legislation.” In E. BuchwaW P. Fletcher, &
M. Roth (Eds.), Transformina a Race Culture. Minneapolis, MN: Milkweed Editions.
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CHAPTER II
FINDING A METHOD
Parti
Charles Taylor notes in his essay, “To follow a rule” that inquiry exists within set
boundaries: one cannot ask on a busy street, as he writes, what time is, but one is almost
assured of an answer when asking what time is i7." He develops Wittgenstein’s
suggestion of rule following as a practice, and argues that this practice is an embodied
one, rather than an intellectual exchange: although driving a car appears to be an action
predicated upon following rules, we do it without ever referencing those rules, because
they are embodied, or “part of our bodily know-how.”*^
This idea interests me. That internalized rules inform much of our lives is a
given; certainly it isn’t the presence of the police officer that prevents most of us from
stealing the car, and it is the “fat jeans” intentionally kept in my closet that inhibit me
from even entertaining the notion of a second serving, even though I have no fear that
they would do me any harm should I choose to indulge. But what about beyond the
framework of prevention? In different contexts, the rules that we obey but of which we
remain unaware comprise the basis for both our social exchanges and private thoughts.
And we are largely unable to examine any of this more closely, as Sartre wrote in his La
Nausee, “man is what he is in the present tense, and he’s only there...one cannot put life
into perspective while living it— it steals up on you from behind and you find yourself
inside it.”‘^ Exclusively male pronouns notwithstanding, Sartre presents an interesting
" Taylor, C. (1992). Sources ofthe Self: The Making ofthe Modern Identity. Cambridge; Harvard
University Press
ibid.
Sartre, J. (1992). La Nausee. Paris: Gallimard Jeunesse.
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point. To what extent are we truly able to examine our rationale for anything, since we
are always doing sofrom within that same rationale?
The existentialist suggestion that our own experience is the most we can know
about reality proves an interesting thought in Google era. When the need to know more
about anything arises, Google is, without fail, the first avenue I take. However pedestrian
it may seem, people who search by means ofGoogle find answers. They really do. And
while many of the answers found may seem to be only information, data, or technical
answers, I think that real answers, so to speak, are found as well. If only centuries of
philosophical inquiry could boast a similar record.
Because, in a very practical sense, Google and existential philosophy are on the
same page. If, in the tradition of S0ren Kierkegaard, it is the idiosyncrasies of our
ultimately individual experiences that comprise the world around us, our consciousness,
and provides the meaning in what we see and do, then isn’t the Google search the same?
Isn’t it necessarily true that the searcher provides the context in which the search result
becomes an answerl
So there it is: What is it to know in the time of Google? Arguably the most crucial
stage of any Google search is the also the first: the selection of a keyword. Because
Google’s success relies on a means of reduction it is dependant upon the strength of the
link between the searcher’s needs and the keyword selected, and this determines the
appropriateness and, thus, usefulness of the results generated. The pitfalls or, alternately,
quirks of this reality are visible to varying degrees depending on the nature of the given
keyword. Conceptual image searches, such as one for ‘authority’ or ‘fear,’ are more
likely to generate abstract results. More typically concrete keyword searches such as
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proper names, whether of persons or places, return more literal results. But, in either case
someone at some time has applied the keyword to the image, and so Google “assumes,”
so to speak, that the current searcher desires that particular image because it has been
linked to that keyword before.
But none of this relies on our knowledge of anything, nor does it rely on our
experience to inform the search. While the usefulness of the results will, presumably, be
“filtered” one last time by the searcher at the end of the process, it is Google that filters at
more crucial junctures along the way. Google immediately brings the searcher to the
stage of the search at which the aforementioned link^es are already apparent. Any
initial foraging through seemingly infinite, unrelated items, occurrences, people, and
places is donefor us, edited out, practically, of the act of searching. And, in utter
defiance of the phenomena of experience, still we trust that it was done optimally.
Obeying a rule is a practice}^
Part II
Alison Young explores the different natures of reality by means of her own
experience own experience in her Judging the Image. Young’s participation in one of
photographer Spencer Tunick’s mass public nudity events serves as more than a segue
into the issues of art and law, the details of her experience as all ofthe women in
Tunick’s photograph undergo a change of status, as they go fi-om being “object of art to
An interesting interpretation of Google’s method of result return was suggested by Professor John
Brigham when he asked a group of students if their Googles provided the same results to a query term as
did his.
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subjectified""^^ informs both the structure of her work as well as the content of her
discussion of the legal issues arising from Tunick’s repeated attempts, both successful
and not, to continue his photography. It is clear from her writing that Young understands
her own roles as subject and as viewer in the context of Tunick’s photographs as crucial
to developing the importance of the experience of these roles in a wider context.
Of her experience. Young writes,
“We are the objects ofthe image and we also become subjects by way of
the immensity ofthe act of lying naked on a rock in public in a group of
strangers. The experienced^ ofbecoming image is a movement of
subjectification that interrupts the everyday sense of ourselves as
individuals separated from the public and its gaze and institutions.
Participation in Tunick’s installation has enfolded each of us into public
space and infused that space with unexpected intimacy: the shrugging off
of clothes, the touch of skin on skin, the immobility of the pose. The
silence surrounds us; our bodies could not be less objectified in this
moment, the result of a sequence of movements beginning with the
removal of clothing, continuing through the walk to the installation
location, and held, now, in the sovereign moment of the pose.”**
Young notes that one aim of her work is to explore the “spectator’s implication in
the processes ofjudgment and the image,”*’ and I am particularly interested in the notion
that it is not only possible to move between the identities of viewer and subject, but that
Young’s doing so herself provides a fuller and more dynamic vantage from which to
inspect the cultural framework that binds law and culture.
It is my assessment that Young’s analysis immensely benefits from the change of
perspective found between chapters. That, as Young explains, “some chapters are written
as conventional pieces of criticism, while in others” she speaks as a viewer allows
for
Young, A. (2005). Judging the Image. Routledge.
ibid. Itallics mine.
^*ibid.
.
^Ubid..
^^ibid..
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a superior and more important analysis than a more typical social science approach
resting on quantitative data.
For this reason I aspire to conduct my project similarly, to use my own levels of
understanding of Orange County’s culture and values to examine the conflux of issues
including audience and performance apparent in Orange County’s television
representations and in the Haidl gang rape and trial.
Part III
Perhaps unsurprisingly, based on the place in which I spent my formative years, 1
spend a good deal of time thinking about my weight. I recall that, as a teenager, 1 read an
article in a psychology magazine that referred to a preoccupation with one’s weight as an
‘adolescent fixation.’ I am 25 now.
But really, weight is just a piece of it. Another piece is my hair, rarely the right
cut or color, and how, after I’ve washed my face, I spend full minutes evaluating my face,
myself. I look for blemishes, imperfections, lament split ends, crooked teeth, and dark
circles, articles I should have written, and things I should have said. All of these are
pieces of what it is that I can’t get right; what it is I am always altering in the name of a
better idea.
This balance between self-loathing and psychoanalysis is one familiar, minus my
personal details, to most American women; a vestige of our teenage years maybe, but one
that remains in spite of time’s passage, and changing situations and circumstances.
A
professor whom I like very much once suggested that he was unsure what it was about
him that rendered such authority in the classroom. I honestly believe that he didn
t (still
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doesn’t?) know. It might be possible to explain to him that authority and status, issues of
legitimacy and power really, are found in small spaces. Spaces like the pocket from
which he pulls his bifocals at the start of every class session, and that untouchable space
between grey hair and a six-foot body under a jacket and tie. He might understand that,
but would he understand that just as he carries with him those spaces and the distinctly
male authority communicated by means of those spaces, I carry my own spaces too? But
what do mine communicate; what impact does my female space have?
I can’t convince myself that I can simply create my own authority; even though I
saw on a Barbie commercial that “We girls can do anything!”^' The flaw in that idea, of
course, is that Barbie and I have a shared history; I know her secrets. And, just as I
remember when she said “Math is hard!”^^ it seems probable that students in a classroom,
indeed, the American public, share a collective memory of me, or people who look like
me, as mother or elementary school teacher, but not as a legitimate authority figure.
In he first college class I taught, I experienced the difficulty of asserting authority
at “what, 5foot 2”?”^^ in a classroom full of sophomores who were generally taller than I
am. After a male student received a grade on his paper with which he was unsatisfied, he
became very angry and began yelling at me, slamming his books on his desk and
pounding his fist for emphasis. Later, once he was removed from my section, the
professor under whom I worked responded to the student’s claims that he wouldn’t have
actually hurt me by saying that, essentially, it didn’t matter. “You’re bigger than she is,
the professor said.
Bourbeau, H. (1999, May). Baribie's midlife crisis. San Francisco Bay Guardian. Retrieved
November
29 ' 2005 from <http://www.sfbg.com/SFLife/33/33/barbie.html>
Wikipedia. (1999). Barbie. Retrieved November 29, 2005, from
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbie>
Robins, Christopher. Referencing his mother’s relative lack of power,
despite her status as an attorney.
December 1, 2005.
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And he was right. While I would certainly have preferred that this lesson had
been learned by the age of 19, 1 feel grateful that professor stressed what I think mattered
most in that glitch of classroom dynamic—size matters.
And, for women especially, size matters. We’re too fat; too thin; too short; too
tall; too pretty; too ugly. We’re too hard to take seriously?
In south Orange County, where both Greg Haidl and I were raised, we specialize
in finding women, and most everything else, hard to take seriously. Because many
residents have no need, due to tremendous affluence and a death grip on “the good life,”
there is no drive to see what goes on beyond the “Orange Curtain.”^^ Most concerns
hover around what we look like, what we have, and what we’ll be doing tonight.
And yet, between my early high school years and college I encountered a number
of ideas that changed my worldview; that imparted to me an awareness of the politics and
political nature of ordinary life. My own ordinary life, even. During those years I read
Kant, Aquinas, and Singer for the first time and discovered the world of feminist punk
rock; I read Newsweek regularly and then stopped; I read The Nation regularly and then
stopped. I stopped eating meat and read Marx for the first time. I began to have a
different understanding ofmy television and the advertisements it shows. I very nearly
changed my mind entirely.
But I didn’t. I added all those things I learned to what I already had, which was a
mix of south Orange County conspicuous consumption, characterized by underage kids
driving the streets of gated communities in golf carts and my prom dress from the Betsey
I
Wikipedia. (2005). Orange Curtain. Retrieved December 2, 2005, from
I
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_Curtain>
I
(
;1
r,
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Johnson boutique at Fashion Island, and general Southern Californian Valley Girl
ideology. South County has a lot of order, but not much motivation.
Interestingly, this clash of ideas has fit together rather nicely, if not easily, and
leaves me relatively well suited to understanding a number of things, namely Aaron
Spelling productions, but something else, as well. I believe that the politics of sex and
wealth and power are more relevant to my life than political theory will ever be. I believe
that the society pages of a newspaper often communicate more about politics than does a
quantitative evaluation ofan international problem.^^
But the academe, at least within the field of political science, often does not share
my perspective. It seems that there is little room in political science for exploring the
themes of sex and wealth and power. Instead, the discipline finds space for such pressing
issues as the meaning of a particular turn of phrase in a one hundred and fifty-year-old
text, or sees solutions in numerical values assigned to potential policy outcomes. The
minutiae of American political science, focused on its own definition of the political
subject, does not contain a catalogue of the daily struggle and injustice suffered by those
on the margins of society, nor does it address the realities of corporate scandal,
government corruption, or an unjust war. There is a deep division between the academic
understanding of politics and real politics, and maybe a deeper division between
academic reality and popular reality. Kelly Taylor’s overdose on diet pills during an
episode of Beverly Hills, 90210 was far more politically relevant to my life, as a teenager,
than a quantitative assessment of the mineral exports of Latin America, but I have
both
read and written more about the latter than I have the former as a graduate student.
Aaron Spelling sometimes gets it right
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From my encounter with political science I derive two things. First, that
academic authority is in no way related to relevance to popular experience. Second, that
popular experience renders its own sort of authority. And, as a woman whose political
awareness is, at a minimum, as informed by song lyrics and fashion magazines as it is by
academic writing, while I won’t lay claim to such popular authority, I must acknowledge
my own understanding of the subject, at least.
Sometimes, the best way to approach politics is through personal experience. In
this particular case, I think that the best way for me to unfold that complexity of sex,
wealth, and power present in even the most mundane aspects of wealthy suburbia is to
approach it through a personal lens.
When it is unarguably true that some situations are best understood by other,
quantifiable, means, why do I choose this approach to my subject? Simply, some things
are not quantifiable. While I could rely on the aspects ofmy subject that are so
measurable, tuition figures and legal fees, median home prices and tax revenue, I can’t
help but think that more useful to understanding the trial of Greg Haidl, Keith Spann, and
Kyle Nachreiner is an understanding of the culture from which they come. A sense of
that culture might be garnered from an explanation of the means by which planes depart
from John Wayne Airport
Fundamental rules of flying include taking off into the wind, and not intentionally
aiming airplanes at obstacles. Eastbound flights are often problematic at John Wayne for
the first reason. The prevailing winds come from the west; they are essentially sea
breeze. As a result all eastbound departing flights from John Wayne take off and fly
west over the ocean, before making a slow but nauseating turn toward the Newport
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Coast. The only exception to this flight plan is during Santa Ana conditions, the hot and
dry winds of sometimes hurricane force, when the second fundamental of flying becomes
relevant. Because at this time the prevailing winds are from the east, departing flights
take off in that direction, and almost directly into the Santa Ana Mountains.
Depending on the flight plan, a passenger has an opportunity to see a rather
distinct part of Orange County from a fairly low altitude. Westerly takeoffs provide the
more impressive view, and one not dissimilar to the view featured on the opening credits
of The OC. As a plane approaches the coastline, first the beach, then hillsides lined with
Mediterranean-style mansions come into view. On a typical day, the pink bougainvillea
flowers are still visible from this altitude, and contrast with the blue sky.
Takeoffs toward the east, conversely, provide the q)pearance of leaving just
enough room for pilots to squeeze their planes over the mountaintops, before providing
passengers with the far less spectacular spread of the Inland Empire. Assuming that land
is visible beneath the smog, identical rooftops of raised ranch style homes appear, along
with neighboring chicken farms, and, ifone knows where to look, the encroaching
expanse of Orange County. The city of Riverside and surrounding areas of Corona,
Norco, and Chino were previously better known for methamphetamine lab explosions
than for an exorbitantly priced real estate market, but that has begun to change.
About Los Angeles Joan Didion wrote that, during the Watts riots,
“For days one could drive the Harbor Freeway and see the city on fire, just
as we had always known it would be in the end. Los Angeles weather is
the weather of catastrophe, of apocalypse, and. Just as the reliably long
and bitter winters of New England determine the way life is lived there, so
the violence and the unpredictability of the Santa Ana affect the entire
18
quality of life in Los Angeles, accentuate its impermanence, its
unreliability. The winds shows us how close to the edge we are.”“
While Didion’s description pertains to Los Angeles, to me it seems that such an
explanation of life on the edge of existence could be similarly applied to all of Southern
California, and to Orange County as easily. The idea that all of it might be gone one day,
maybe soon, eaten by fire or crushed by earthquake seems fitting, not unsettling. Maybe
that’s what made Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann into what they are, explains their
“adolescent fascination” with “kinky sex,”^^ and foreshadowed what they would do.
Maybe coming from a place on the verge of extinction changes one’s perception of
survival.
While I am certain that qualitative analysis suits this subject best, I will include
some numbers after all. Two people killed by Samurai sword on a Sunday morning in an
Albertsons supermarket in the city of Irvine^*, routinely voted the safest city in America,
and with an average of less than one murder yearly^’. One teenager killed by the paint
roller that skewered his skull in a freak accident borne of a fVest Side 5ror>’-style face-off
in San Clemente^®. $100 million spent by the Diocese of Orange in the Catholic
Church’s largest sex-abuse settlement in its history^*. Or maybe just these numbers: one
^^Didion,J. (1968) “Santa Ana.” Slouching Toward Bethlehem . Farrar, Straus, and Giroux. New
York.
Haidl, Gregory. Interview. "Does Teen Sex Tape Show Rape?." 48 Hours Mystery.
CBS. 21 Nov. 2004.
CNN. Three dead, three wounded in sword attack (2003, June 30). Retrieved November 16, 2005, from
<http;//www.cnn.com/2003/US/West/06/30/supermarket.killings.ap/>
” Driscoll, G., & Doss, M. (2005, June 7). IRVINE TOPS LIST OF SAFEST U.S. CITIES. Orange
County Register . Retrieved November 16, 2005, fix>m
http://marketing.irvinecompany.com/public_affairs/bren/irvine_safest_cities.htm
Davis, M. (1994, October 31), Behind the Orange Curtain. The Nation (Archive) . Retrieved November
16, 2005, from <http://www.nationarchive.eom/Summaries/v259i0014_08.htm>
Arellano, Gustavo . (2004, December 31). The Year in Keeping the Faith. Orange County
Weekly. Retrieved November 16, 2005, from <http://www.ocweekly.com/ink/05/17/cover-
arellano2.php>.
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Tree Top apple juice can, one Snapple bottle, one pool cue, one lit cigarette, three young
men, one girl, one pool table. And one videotape^l
Haidi, Gregory. Into^iew. "Does Teen Sex Tape Show Rape?." 48 Hours Mystay.
CBS. 21 Nov. 2004,
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CHAPTER III
CRIME ON TAPE
On the evening of July 5*, 2002, Gregory Haidl, then 17, threw a small after-
party of sorts at his father’s Newport Beach mansion. The previous night, and into the
early hours of the 5*’ the Haidl home had been the scene of another party, this one much
larger, and with many of his friends from San Bernardino, where Haidl’ s mother lives,
and where he had spent half of his time since his parents’ divorce. Heavy underage
drinking, illegal drug use, and multiple public sexual acts marked both nights. However,
only the events of the second party were recorded by means of Haidl’ s own Sony
Handheld video camera.
According to the district attorney’s office, the 16-year-old victim, known only as
Jane Doe due to her age and the nature of her assault, consumed a Bud Lite, at least two
hits of marijuana, and a mixed drink the defendants claim was Bombay Gin and 7-Up.
Police suspected, but were unable to prove because of a delay in testing for the presence
of narcotics, that the drink, prepared by Kyle Nachreiner, was laced with GHB.^^
According to Deputy District Attorney Dan Hess, the 21 -minute edited video,
complete with rap soundtrack, begins with an image of Jane Doe, beer in hand, sitting on
a couch with Haidl who attempts to lift her shirt. Doe slurs the only words she utters on
the tape. “You’re trying to take my clothes off, huh, Greg? I’m so fucked up.” The
following scene shows Doe, now naked, on her knees and apparently moving and orally
copulating Nachreiner. Soon after it becomes clear that Doe is unconscious, and that any
perceivable movement she makes is as a result of Keith Spann, who has penetrated her
” Moxley, R. (2004, May 7). Haidl Your Daughters. The Orange County Weekly . Retrieved November
23, 2005, from <http;//www.ocweekly.com/ink/04/35/moxley-exclusive.php>
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from behind. Nachreiner uses two hands to hold Doe’s head on his penis. The
defendants are heard laughing and can be seen making gang-style hand signals to the
camera, and lip-synching to the music playing on the stereo.
Haidl returns to the screen in the subsequent shot, and is seen slapping Doe’s
buttocks with considerable force. According Deputy D.A. Hess, Doe has no response to
the force of the slap. Nachreiner, seemingly unsatisfied with his vantage point, lifts Doe
and enters her vaginally. Spann repeatedly attempt to insert his penis into Doe’s mouth,
but her head, slumped backward, flops wildly and he is unable to do so. Shortly after this
scene, the defendants are heard shouting “Pool table! Pool table!”
All three defendants appear onscreen as they move Doe from the couch to the
pool table, during the course ofwhich they drop her on her face. Prosecutors note that
she has no reaction to the impact.
Next, the video shows Haidl spreading Doe’s legs so as to provide better access
for a close-up of her vagina, which he repeatedly penetrates with his finger. It is unclear
which of the three defendants is heard yelling, “Let me take your spot!” and which replies
“No. No. Fuck that! Fuck that!” Spann resumes raping Doe; his penis entering her is
the subject of numerous Haidl-controlled close-ups, as is Doe’s blank face. Minutes pass
in the same manner, with only muffled laughter and grunting heard over the music. After
some time, Spaim stops raping Doe, before masturbating and ejaculating on her stomach,
and wipes his penis with her bra before throwing it on the floor. “Shaking his hand
sideways—like a baseball umpire-Spann apparently signals to his buddies that Doe is
still out.”^^
Moxley, R. (2004, May 7). Haidl Your Daughters. The Orange County Weekly . Retrieved November
23, 2005, from <http://www.ocweekly.com/ink/04/35/moxley-excIusive.php>
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The next sec|uence feEtures Haidl prominently. He is seen lEughing as he
penetrates Doe s vagina with a Snapple bottle, before attempting to insert both the bottle
and a Tree Top apple juice can. When this proves to be difficult, an unidentifiable male
voice is heard suggesting that Haidl “Just spit on it and it will go in deep.” More laughter
is audible as the camera focuses again on Doe’s face. Haidl removes the bottle and the
can before spitting on Doe’s vagina, reinserting the bottle and quickly and forcefully
alternating between the bottle and the can. He shouts, “Oh, yeah!” During this scene,
Spann’s hands are visible grabbing and pulling on Doe’s breasts. Haidl is shown
inserting a lit cigarette filter-first into Doe’s vagina. Laughter is heard when he leaves it
there.
In the video’s final section, Haidl and Nachreiner are seen repeatedly penetrating
Doe’s vagina with the wide end of a regulation-sized pool cue. Throughout this
sequence, the two laugh, dance, and sing along, and Haidl slaps Doe’s stomach in time
with the music. The voice of either Nachreiner or Spann is heard asking how deeply the
cue can be inserted, and Spann and Haidl push on Doe’s abdomen while Nachreiner
repeatedly jams the cue into her vagina. Doe, still unresponsive, is flipped on to her
stomach, and the defendants repeatedly penetrate her vagina and rectum with the cue.
Finally, Doe spontaneously urinates on herself, and a puddle is visible on the pool table.
Laughter is heard, and someone shouts, “Fuck yeah!” Spann runs off screen, out of the
garage and into the house, and Doe’s body begins to fall from the table. Haidl turns the
camera off at 2: 1 0 am.
Moxley, R. (2004, May 7). Haidl Your Daughters. The Orange County Weekly .
Retrieved November
23, 2005, from <http://wrww.ocweekly.com/ink/04/35/moxley-exclusive.php>
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Don Haidl, Greg’s father and, at the time of the rape, the assistant sheriff of the
Orange County Sheriffs Department, was home while the events featured in the video
occurred on his pool table. The elder Haidl, with a net worth of almost $90 million as a
result of a used car sales side business, has said since the crime that his son is “just an
average teen^e kid, very sensitive, very emotional...Just a good, sensitive kid."^
So sensitive and emotional in fact that after Haidl and his accomplices assaulted
her, they left Jane Doe to wake, hours later, alone in a car on Spann’s driveway on a day
when temperatures in Rancho Cucamonga reached 94’ and covered in dried semen as
well as her own blood and urine, after she had, in Haidl’ s onscreen words, “put it down
for the militia, bitch.”^^ Adding yet another insult to injury, Doe testified that she was
unaware that she had been assaulted at all, having no memory of the attack, until she was
awakened by her mother and father on July 9*, and they informed her that they had
received a phone call from the Newport Beach Police Department. Doe’s father told her
that NBPD had videotape of her sexual assault perpetrated by three men. “As the words
slowly rolled out of his mouth, I began to shake violently. Before I could make it to the
bathroom, I collapsed on the floor, started vomiting. I was going into shock.”
When Doe underwent a post-incident medical examination on July 9*, 4 days
after the rape, nurse Patricia Young testified, red patches were visible in her throat, and
she complained of head and mouth pain. A genital examination revealed numerous tears
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visible to the unaided eye, as well as ten tears in her rectum.
Haidl, Don. Interview. "Does Teen Sex Tape Show Rape?." 48 Hours Mystery.
’ CBS. 21 Nov. 2004.
Moxley, R. Scott. (2005, March 18). Mean Girls: The Sequel. The Orange County
Weekly. Retrieved
NovembCT 24, 2005, fix)m <http://www.ocweekly.com/ink/05/28/news-moxley.php>
” Court transcript.
.
. vr u
Moxley, R. (2004, May 7). Haidl Your Daughters. The Orange County
Weekly. Retrieved Novem er
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Perhaps Doe would never have known what had happened to her if Greg Haidl
had not attended another party shortly after the crime. At this event, located at a fnend’s
holiday rental on Balboa Island, Haidl elected to show the video to an audience, an
exhibition of sorts. After airing the tape, Haidl returned to his father’s home, and left
both the video and his Sony Hand Held behind. A fnend of the renter found the video
and, thinking that it showed Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann having sex with a corpse,
turned it in to police. Over the course of July 10*** and 1 1*, Newport Beach police
arrested all three.
Is it something about Southern California that produces these men? Because
Haidl, Spann, and Nachreiner aren’t alone in their “social perversion”—^there are others.
At Tesoro High School, in nearby Las Flores, also in South Coimty, two senior football
stars, Scott McKnight and Sam Smith, were suspended in October 2005 and are awaiting
an expulsion hearing following the discovery of violent writings included in their in-class
journals. Reported within the journals are death threats directed at Alyssa DiSonuna,
their English teacher, and sexual fantasies about female classmates.
While Heiidl has famously said that he and his friends were influenced by
everything from Internet pornography to mainstream magazines, “You open a newspaper,
or a magazine. A girl standing there, half-naked, ifmore than half-naked. You turn on
11 tt40
the TV, it's the same thing. Everything portrays a sexual message, because sex sells,
and that this influence encouraged their interest in “kmky sex” and that the events of July
5*, 2002 essentially followed from this series of influences, what has yet to be addressed
is why the adult community has been largely accepting of his premise. Beyond me
23, 2005, from http://www.ocweddy.com/ink/04/35/moxley-exclusive.php
Haidl, Gregory. Interview. "Does Teen Sex Tape Show Rape?." 48 Hours Mystery.
CBS. 21 Nov. 2004.
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typical “she was asking for it” sentiments that often accompany rape claims, repeatedly
articulated in the Haidl trial by lead Attorney Joseph Cavallo who “argued the girl had a
well-deserved reputation as a ‘slut’ and so the defendants ‘conducted themselves
accordingly, adults have defended Haidl, Spann, and Nachreiner on numerous
occasions and by means of myriad media outlets. One supporter ofthe defendants
anonymously told The Orange County Weekly, a local alternative newspaper, that the
three “have already suffered enough and deserve to go home to their families. These are
good boys and we love them. They need to get on with their lives.”^^
In The Orange County Register, the region’s only local daily newspaper, a recent
editorial suggested that, in the case of the ‘Tesoro Two’, “it's hard to believe that there
was no reasonable way of dealing with this situation short of expulsion” and concludes
that, “Given the ‘throw the book at them’ response from the school, we have no
confidence that officials there are making any of the necessary distinctions” between
planning for sexual assault and murder and benign adolescent foolishness'*^. Some
community members have suggested that DiSomma “now owes these boys something
money can never buy,” the 48 minutes of missed football resulting from the suspension,
and argue, “for that she should and will be run out of this town.”'*^ Pathetically, just as
DiSomma will likely be punished for violating the social boundaries of Tesoro High
School’s largely adult football community, so was Jane Doe, for violating the code of
silence that surrounds adolescent male power in that area.
Moxley, R. (2002, Mar 26). Raped Again? The Orange County Weekly. Retrieved November 18, 2005,
^m <http://www.ocweekly.com/ink/04/29/news-moxley.php>.
Moxley, R. Scott. (2005, July 18). Gang-Rape Trio to Walk. The Orange County Weekly.
Retrieved
November 18, 2005 fix)m <http://wvm.ocweekly.com/ink/05/46/news-moxley6.php>.
Opinion-Does the punishment fit the crime? (2005, November 21). The Orange County
Register^
OC Online Community Home. (2005, November 12). The Orange County Regwter Relieved
December
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Certainly this perspective on sexually deviant adolescent male behavior is far
from unusual, and is most often present when the teenaged perpetrators are thought to be
“good boys”—^regardless of behavior that might indicate otherwise, or, in the case of
Haidl, repeated encounters with the law unrelated to the gang rape case.'*^
One similar case occurred in 1989 in Glen Ridge, New Jersey, when a group of
popular athletes enticed a significantly developmentally disabled seventeen-year-old girl
into the basement of one ofthe boy’s homes, where seven of them participated in a gang
rape involving a broomstick and a fungo baseball bat, one slightly narrower and shorter
than regulation-length"^^, and oral copulation of at least one of the boys. To the victim,
Leslie Faber (author’s note), so childlike that she told a police investigator that her
assailants had inserted the broomstick and bat “in front"*^,” the community of Glen Ridge
was less than sympathetic. According to one resident, the assault was “just another
Leslie story. Leslie made it all up. Nothing ever happened.”
In 1993, Anna Quindlen wrote in a New York Times editorial comparing the
behavior ofthe Spur Posse of Lakewood, California, to the Glen Ridge rape. In it, she
wrote, “It is the same theme that suffuses the Lakewood story, and it is this: that young
men are incapable of bringing either responsibility or humanity to their sexual activity.’
And, there is no denying that Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann bear arresting similarities to
their Lakewood and New Jersey counterparts of years earlier. Many of the perpetrators
of all three crimes came from families in which men strangely outnumber women, both
Moxley, R. Scott. (2004, November 12). That Boy! The Orange County Weekly. Retrieved November 28,
2005, from <http://www.ocweekly.com/ink/05/10/news-moxley.php>.
Lefkowitz, B. (1997). Our Guys. New York: Vintage Books.
** Quindlen, Anna. "The Good Guys." Editorial. The New York Times 1 1 Apr. 1993. 29 Nov.
2005
<http://www.sp.uconn.edu/~py 104vc/TheGoodGuys.htm>.
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Newport Beach and Glen Ridge are wealthier than the national average, and all are
worlds where male power is routinely on display, via an obsession with high school
sports, an abuse of police power, and a flagrant disregard for rules of all kinds.
As mentioned, Greg Haidl acquired a lengthy rap sheet before and during his rape
trial. Most of his encounters with police involve drugs, alcohol, speeding cars, and
vandalism, and one, in addition to the assault on the pool table, involves a drugged
underage girl.^’
However, it bears repeating that while Hail and his accomplices are certainly not
model citizens, they are exemplary instances of affluent Orange County youth, both real
and fictional.
Moxley, R. Scott. (2004, November 12). That Boy! The Orange County Weekly.
Retrieved November
28, 2005, from <http://www.ocweekly.eom/ink/05/10/news-moxley.php>
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CHAPTER IV
WATCHING AND BEING WATCHED: EXPERIENCING AUDIENCE
Corruption is thought best combated by exposure. Sunshine laws and
investigative reporting are all expected to keep politicians, business owners, and
whomever or whatever else may be the subject of attention, honest. The premise is this:
people are on their best behavior in the presence of an audience.
Presently, Orange County is undeniably at the top of the teenage media heap. In
addition to the two weekly television shows devoted to the idiosyncrasies of the love
lives and interpersonal dramas of various teenagers, both “real” and fictitious, the area
has become a youthful symbol; the epitome of the adolescent good life. I am regularly
asked by my students about the authenticity of The OC and Laguna Beach\ whether I am
a “typical” Orange County native^®; if I go to Cabo San Lucas “all the time;” and, by the
most culturally astute interlocutors, about the merits of fish tacos. When my answers do
not comport with the audience’s collective view, it is my version of Orange County that is
rejected in favor of the world inhabited by Kristin, LC, Talan, and Dieter; when I protest
that more than 25 years of actual lived experience might increase the accuracy ofmy
testimony this too is rejected.
Is this simply the power ofviewing? Of audience? If the power of audience is so
strong that it can persuade young people of a generation schooled in the differences
between fantasy and reality since preschool that they not only know a place but a people,
a milieu, thoroughly and completely because oftwo weekly hours ofTV time, what does
It seems I am not. According to several students in the Spring 2006
semester of Embracing Diversity, I
am “too intense.”
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it do to young Orange Countians, the people who look at Kristin and Talan and see
themselves?
According to friends, even prior to the assault on Jane Doe, Greg Haidl
“videotaped everything.” In February of 2006, during the writing of this work, I went
home for a week. While I was there, I went to the beach. South Coast Plaza, and the
Irvine Spectrum. I saw the same teenage girls that I’ve always seen; they have the same
surfer girl hair, tanned feet in flip flops, and, based on one that stood in line with me at
Dietrich’s, still use body lotion that smells like gr^fruit. And yet, something is
different, almost tangibly so. There is a perceptible self-awareness that goes beyond
simple eidolescent self-absorption: the hair toss, the rummage for change through the
status handbag look now to be performed for a wider audience.
Is it overstated to suggest that every young woman in Orange County now
imagines herself to be the next Kristin Cavallari? Maybe not overstated exactly, but it
likely fails to address an important part of this television/reality transidentity dynamic: I
do not have the sense that anyone in Orange County is idolizing Kristin according to the
traditional movie star fan formula, rather it seems that it is Kristin’s celebrity status they
covet, but that they believe that their own identities, as they currently exist, merit similar
attention. Certainly this mode ofthought is fitting given the prevalence of reality
television and the sense of “fame for the masses” which it encourages. What separates
Orange County youth from this national sense of impending fame is that most aspiring
reality television stars expect that they will have to do something for the level of celebrity
they so desire. A case in point is that of Elisabeth Hasselbeck, a current anchor on
Barbara Walter’s successful daytime talk show The View, who preceded her run on the
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program as a cast mate on the second season of island-survival show Survivor: The
Australian Outback. Hasselbeck is famous in the context of The View as a result of her
use of the fame she garnered from her appearance on Survivor to advance past other
hopefuls during the talk show’s casting call. Laguna Beach's Kristin, conversely, is
famous in the much broader youth media market, which is accustomed to celebrities who
are famous, tautologically, because of their fame. Paris Hilton is the penultimate
example of this version of celebrity.
Yet, those in Orange County who aspire to Kristin’s celebrity are also different
from the celebutante, because they must have spent most of their lives unaware of their
potential for fame. While Hilton may not have spent her youth and early adolescence
expecting to become the brand that she has, it is hard to imagine that she was entirely
oblivious to the chasm that separated her lifestyle from that of most Americans; at the
very least she must have realized at some point that she was, and remains, very wealthy.
In Orange County, while wealth is not quite so evenly spread as the area’s soap opera
representations would have viewers believe, it exists consistently enough that young
people can live comfortably under the assumption that everyone is, roughly, as wealthy
as they are. In other words, while young people may take the tennis court and swimming
pool for granted, they also believe that neither is anything particularly special. Thus, the
typical wealthy adolescent Orange Countian manages to maintain two contradictory
beliefs simultaneously: that wealth is not especially noteworthy because of its
omnipresence, and that their wealth makes their lifestyle infinitely desirable and their
identities worthy of fame and adulation. That these dichotomous notions seem to create
no discordance in the youthful Orange County worldview is a testament to a profound
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lack of interest in anyone but themselves or anywhere but the beach. They may know
that teenagers in “the 909” are necessarily precluded from having beachfront homes, and
have a faint sense of pity for high school students so unfortunate as to live in the
Midwest, but the impact of this information is limited because they don 7 really care.
Perhaps this naturally begs the question, why is it that Midwestern teenagers (and
anyone else who engages in watching Orange County from without) persist in idolizing
or merely envying OC teenagers? Because of the “good enough as we are” premise on
which Laguna Beach's success relies, the show’s audience has a different relationship to
both it and its stars than does the audience of The OC., and previous generations have had
to their own California-centric soaps^'. Part of this is explained by the “reality” aspect of
Laguna Beach—^whatever MTV’s selective editing might do to the documentary
properties of the show, the cast are teenagers from Laguna Beach, which is all the show
claims to present. But an outcome that seems just as likely is that Laguna Beach's
audience would feel alienated by the cast, and their wealth and related lifestyle would
make them objects of derision and irritation, not envy.
Again, the assumption remains that the South County beach (Laguna or Newport,
either will do) lifestyle, and the mere existence of the people who populate the locale are
enough just as they are. That Kristin’s UPN follow-up to Laguna Beach, another reality
series titled Get This Party Started, was cancelled after only two airings has done nothing
to dampen her celebrity or harm her likeability, because she is a success not for any
When I watched Beverly Hills, 90210 in the early 1990s, I imagined that the high school experience the
show depicted was indicative of the high school experience 1 had awaiting me, but in a broad,
representational sense more akin to buying the different career-oriented Barbie dolls than to
sentiments
expressed by fans ofLaguna Beach who believe that acquiring Kristen’s Chanel sunglasses will actually
transfer a bit of“OC magic” to their own lives.
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particular talent, but for being an archetype come to life—a truth which likely gives many
Orange County teens hope for their own success.
The broader youth media market referenced earlier is a world stage, from an
adolescent perspective, at least. In July of 2004, when I moved to Amherst,
Massachusetts to attend graduate school at the University there, I made myself familiar
with local shopping options, specifically the Hampshire Mall, a small strip of stores
including a nail salon, a JC Penney, and the only Taco Bell for miles, located in the town
of Hadley. In addition to these offerings, the Hampshire Mall also boasts one American
Eagle Outfitters, a less expensive version of Abercrombie & Fitch, but with essentially
the same clothing style offerings. That same month, as I walked past the American Eagle
storefront, I saw trucker hats, t-shirts, and canvas tote bags emblazoned with two letters:
OC. Behind the initials were vaguely beachy scenes, including the outlines of seagulls,
or a stylized sunset reminiscent of the famous one from The Endless Summer. Coming,
as I was, directly from Orange County, I had yet to feel the full effect of this newfound
teen prestige, as many residents (myself included) greeted its development with disbelief.
Perhaps mine was of the last year of high school graduates to lament Orange
County’s lack of nightlife and independent books stores, generally termed “anything to
do.” Suddenly, young people had a sense of respect for Orange County, and it spread.
For years we had occasionally referred to the area as “OC,” but when the FOX soap
debuted in August 2003, we drew the line. The Orange County Register ran fluff pieces
demanding to know why “The” had been inserted to the abbreviated name. The OC
Weekly made fun of it and every time an advertisement for the show ran on television or
the radio even FOX’s gravelly-voiced announcer was unable to make the title less grating
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to our ears. We saw romantic posters at bus stops featuring the silhouette of a surfer as
the sun set into the horizon and ocean water lapped at his feet. Over the setting sun the
copy read: “It’s nothing like where you live. And nothing like what you imagine.”
This was hard to believe, the irony too much to take.
Unless the show’s producers were promising us, residents of the actual Orange
County, that the Orange County of The OC would be so wildly inaccurate and
fictionalized that it would bear no similarity to where we live or what we imagine, the
suggestion was ludicrous. The only other possibility v/as, despite the posters’ presence in
the County, that we were not the copy’s intended audience.
If, at that time, the intended audience was the wider world of American teenagers,
the effect was felt beyond just them. After years of watching Los Angeles news and
having Orange County local issues ignored because the fifth most populous county in the
United States^^ failed to have consistent news coverage^^, suddenly KNBC4 traffic
reporter Paul Johnson was detailing threats to “owr OC morning commute” and noting
accidents on Crown Valley Parkway. This shocking development was a symptom of
something apparently happening nationwide: Orange County was becoming culturally
relevant. But this shift in focus was, for some time, much harder to perceive inside the
County than outside of it.
Indeed the first airing of The OC was met vrith derision. The OC Weekly began
running satirical weekly recaps of each episode, complete with notes about the accuracy
of specific references. Even now, during the show’s third season, residents engage in a
Wikipedia. (1999). Orange County. Retrieved January 14, 2005, from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orange_county
” Marshall. J. (2001). Shut Down at OCN. OC Metro. Retrieved January 8, 2006, from
http://www.ocmetro.com/archives/ocmetro_200 1 /metro09060 1 /entrepreneurs09060 1 .htm
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collective eye roll when Ryan and Sadie “take the 5 to the 57” while driving “inland” to
“Brea,” which suddenly appears to exist somewhere near Barstow, or Kirsten Cohen
mentions the Weekly's profile of a “young socialite,” a suggestion entirely out of
character for the paper best known for its muckraking.
The questionable factual accuracy ofLaguna Beach has garnered less attention
from residents, with the exception of some Laguna Beach High School parents, who
worry that viewers will perceive that their children do little but drink, fight, and
participate in love triangles, but I attribute this more to the program’s airing on a cable
network that skews all of its programming toward a youthful audience. Simply, it seems
less likely that adult residents would “flip past” the show when channel surfing.
Regardless, the show certainly puts its own spin on South County life.
Because LBHS declined MTV’s request to film on campus, cast members, who
were compensated for their participation $2000 per season, are never depicted in the
context of school or school-related activities, with the exception of senior prom, which
was held off campus (incidentally involving drinking, fighting, and love triangles).
Therefore, they are necessarily seen only in social contexts, or at part-time jobs held more
for social value (boutiques and surf shops are popular choices) than out ofeconomic
necessity, which obviously reinforces the already established image of a glamorous OC
lifestyle.
It is evident from Internet message boards, including MTV’s own, devoted to the
show that this image is readily embraced by the Laguna Beach audience, who start
discussion threads on topics including, “Who do u think is the prettiest LC or
Kristinr’ as well as “Has anyone else been to Laguna?” and the interestingly phrased
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“Who’s urfav. Laguna Beach c/wracrer?”^ (italics mine). Conversations ensue, and
the main Laguna Beach website facilitates the further idolization of the cast mates by
offering features on “Laguna Style” and episode guides to simplify the identification of
the maker of Stephan’s surfboard or whatever designer Lo might be wearing.
Clearly, MTV recognizes the relationship this audience has with this cast, one of
emulation and glorification of the ideal American adolescence. Further, MTV obviously
realizes that it is in the best interest of the program to cement that bond, that belief that
the right shoes or hairstyle will make the audience “good enough” too.
MTV Boards: Laguna Beach (2006, April). Retrieved April 17, 2006, frorn
http://www.mtv.com/comtnunity/tnessage_boards/topic.jhtml7bID-555 l&ofl^t=40
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CHAPTER V
COURTROOM PERFORMANCE
On March 10*’ 2006 Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann were, after numerous
reschedulings and delays, finally sentenced for their crime of four years earlier. Despite
the possibility that the three defendants could have received 18-, 16-, and 12-year
sentences respectively, they each received the same; 6 years, with credit for time served.
The total remaining prison terms are, at the time of this writing, roughly 22 months each.
While Jane Doe’s supporters have decried the length of the sentences, the men’s legions
of fiiends and family continue the rhetoric that has characterized their every action since
the discovery of the videotape: “I think that the sentence is rather harsh. They were
children not sexual predators as "Jane Doe” describes them and if they were what was she
doing drinking and doing drugs with them. They all made bad decisions that evening and
they ALL should be held accountable for their actions including "Jane Doe". 1 do not
think that the video tape (sic) shows the three boys forcing her to do drugs and drink, she
willingly made the choice with an unfortunate outcome”^^. Amazingly, it remains,
according to the Haidl support network, Jane Doe’s actions that lead to the “unfortunate
outcome” documented by Haidl’ s own hand, her failure to prevent her assault just another
of Doe’s “bad decisions.”
On the day of sentencing. Doe, Haidl, and Nachreiner addressed the court (Spann
relinquished his opportunity to do so because, in his mother’s words, he is a “poor public
speaker.”) In Doe’s address she recounted the extraordinary lengths to which the defense
team had gone to intimidate and further victimize her. According to Doe, she was forced
” Orange Punch: A Liberty Blog (2006, March). Retrieved March 11, 2006, from
http://blogs.ocregister.eom/orangepunch/archives/2006/03/haidl_sentences_a_bit_much.html
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to change her name and attend a new high school after Don Haidl’s associates covered
her neighborhood with fliers printed with her full name and home address, and Haidl-
ftinded investigators followed her in her car. After the switch to the new high school at
the beginning of her junior year Doe arrived on campus to witness men in the school’s
parking lot shouting her birth name and following her to her locker, where she was served
with legal papers in front of a group of students who must, at that point, have been certain
of Doe’s identity.
Jane Doe testified that she could not understand why Haidl, Nachreiner, and
Spann harassed her after the assault: “Wasn’t that one night enough for them?”^ she
asked.
It would seem not. During the first trial. Doe’s initial appearance in the
courtroom consisted of a brief questioning by prosecutors, and then more than six hours
of cross-examination by lead defense attorney Joseph Cavallo. After his immediate
description of Doe as a plain girl with “dish water colored” hair^^, Cavallo began to focus
on the general themes that would come to characterize the defense offered in both rape
trials: Doe’s previous consent to sexual encounters with two of the defendants necessarily
proved that no claims of force were possible. That Doe made no apologies for her sex
life prior to the assault was used as fodder for Cavallo’ s suggestion that all female
sexuality is on par with perversion or prostitution.
Despite the groans and whispers of spectators, Cavallo continued: “‘I’m not here
to embarrass you.’ Then, strutting in front ofthe jury, he asked the girl if she is familiar
V^UUlt UCUIV9WI ipv.
• U
^ Moxley, R. (2004, May 20). Cavallo Wants To Know. Orange County Weekly. Retrieved
February 12,
2006, from http://www.ocweekly.coin/news/news/cavallo-wants-to-know/19955/
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with ‘doggy style’ sex, if she knew what ‘road head’ meant, if she liked to use the term
‘blow job,’ and if ‘In the butt’ is her favorite rap song,’”^*
Though the jury had, by this point in the trial, seen the infamous video of the
defendants gang raping Doe, the defense team chose to replace the standard 27-inch
televisions available for such purposes with four televisions in the jury box alone, as well
as an additional 50-inch plasma screen, all funded by the elder Haidl. The reason for this
change was Cavallo’s intention to air another video, this one from roughly a week before
the gang rape. In the six-minute video. Doe is seen engaged in sex with defendant Keith
Spann. According to Doe, she asked Spann to cease filming as soon as she noticed the
presence of the live camera. Cavallo directed Doe and the jurors to watch the video, and
to listen for Doe’s command regarding filming.
Despite his claim that the objective in showing the video was to listen for a
specific instruction, Cavallo paused and rewound the video 14 times, presumably to
humiliate Doe, and asked her questions ranging from the obvious, “You were on top?” to
the more degrading, “Who is that on all fours on the bed?’ and the inane, “Did you see
any testicles?”^’
It is difficult to imagine that Cavallo intended to achieve much beyond what
followed his play-by-play; Doe eyes began to tear and Cavallo stopped the video to ask
whether she had heard herself tell Spann to stop filming. She admitted that she had not.
It remains unclear whether the jury noticed that the video’s time stamp went from 4.30
a.m. to 4:37 a.m. in 60 seconds.
Moxley, R. (2004, May 20). Cavallo Wants To Know. Orange County Weekly. Retrieved
February 12,
2006 fix)m http://www.ocwedcly.com/news/news/cavallo-wants-to-know/19955/
^^ibid.
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Next, Cavallo ordered Doe to leave her seat in the witness stand and walk across
the courtroom to the large plasma television in order to view another image of herself.
As Doe realized that she was seeing the opening image of the gang rape video, and for
the first time, she began to cry openly, according to court spectators. Cavallo asked her,
“Is that you?” She replied, “I’m not saying it’s not,” and Judge Brisefto ordered a 15-
minute recess.
During the break, the defense continued its strategy when two team members
suggested that Doe’s emotional display was faked, and that prosecutor Dan Hess had
coached the witness.^®
After the break. Doe endured the final two hours of cross-examination, including
questions such as “What did you think about when you sexually rode on top of a man?”
If, “On an occasion other than the gang bang, did you orally copulate a guy after
intercourse?” “Have you demanded anal sex?” Whether Doe had “a reputation as a
partier,” what ‘sort of outfit’ Doe wore as a Coco’s hostess, whether Doe was “happy
about going to Newport Beach to be with these boys?” And, finally, Cavallo asked Doe
to confirm that she “feverishly” desired to star in a gang bang-themed pomo.^'
In addition to his committed effort to humiliate Doe, Cavallo focused on what he
presented as inconsistencies in her testimony and statements to police. Because the issue
of Doe’s consciousness at the time of the assault was of singular importance in both
trials, Cavallo’ s attention to it was unsurprising. He contended that Doe never used the
“
“In a PR move, Cavallo colleague Peter Scalisi told Tori Richards, the defense team’s publicist, to
distribute the girl’s medical and psychiatric records to the press, a move that Judge Briseno would
later
angrily rebuke.” from
. , „ j ^ i o
Moxley, R. (2004, May 20). Cavallo Wants To Know. Orange County Weekly. Retrieved February 12,
*
2006, from http://www.ocweddy.com/news/news/cavallo-wants-to-know/19955/
ibid.
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term “unconscious” or described herself as having been “unconscious” at any time in her
statements to police, until she was told to do so by the District Attorney’s office. Doe
countered Cavallo’s claim by reminding him that she told police in her first statement to
them that she had been ‘knocked out” after receiving beer, a mixed drink, and marijuana
from the defendants and had no memory of the events captured on the videotape.
In the state of California, it is, in all circumstances, illegal to engage in sexual
activity with an unconscious person. Despite this, and the statement confirming Doe’s
assertion that she was “knocked out,” Cavallo argued that Doe’s prior use of“knocked
ouf’ versus her use of “unconscious” at trial proved Doe’s duplicitous nature.
For the rest of the session Cavallo argued with Doe about the time at which she
arrived at Haidl’s mansion, and the fi'equency with which she lied to her parents about
her behavior before the assault.^^
Immediately after the conclusion of the day’s proceedings, Cavallo held a solo
press conference. He assured the assortment of microphones and television cameras that
he had “absolutely no intention ever” of making Doe feel uncomfortable. Cavallo
concluded his address by assuring the home audience that he and the rest of the defense
team were “all professionals here” and summarized his day’s work thusly: “I think I
showed she’s a manipulative little liar.”^^
Whether Cavallo did succeed in that last endeavor is difficult to ascertain but,
given that the trial culminated in a hung jury, it is likely that he did. The second trial had
a similar trajectory, and the defense team used the same approach: Doe is a slut and a liar,
and the “boys” should not be punished for her manipulations. The parents of the
“ Moxley, R. (2004, May 20). Cavallo Wants To Know. Orange County Weekly. Retrieved February 12,
2*006 fix)m http://www.ocweekly.com/news/news/cavallo-wants-to-know/19955/
^Ubid.
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defendants made similar press stotements. reminding viewers and listeners time and again
that their sons are good and normal, and would benefit most by “putting this mess”
behind them.
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CONCLUSION
Perhaps none of this differs dramatically from many other rape cases; even
mentally retarded Leslie Faber in 1 989 Glen Ridge was, according to defense arguments,
“provocative” and responsible for her own rape,^ and certainly the defense tactics in a
rape trial concurrent to Haidl, Nachreiner and Spann’s, that of Kobe Bryant, were in the
same mold.^^
Arguably the most dramatic instance of Judge Terry Ruckriegle’s almost habitual
relaxing of rape shield laws in that case occurred when he wrote, in a seven-page ruling,
that all evidence of “the alleged victim's sexual conduct within approximately 72 hours
preceding her physical examination ... is relevant ... to the determination of cause of
injuries observed by the nurse” as was the source of “the DNA and other bodily fluids
found”^ in the accuser’s underwear. That such decisions by Judge Ruckriegle set the
stage for the disclosure of the accuser’s name and the publicity she received, including
details about her mental health, is likely. On September 16*, 2003, Colorado’s Office of
the State Administrator posted court documents online that included Bryant’s accuser’s
full name, allegedly in error, although it should be noted that victim’s advocacy
organizations believed that the posting was part of aggressive defense tactics. Within an
hour, the documents were removed from the web site and replaced with identical copies
in which Katelyn Faber’s name had been blacked out.^^
^ Lefkowitz, B. (1997). Our Guvs . New York: Vintage.
Bryant wins key ruling on accuser's sex life. (2004, July 23). Associated Press. Retrieved April 8, 2006,
fiom http://www .allstarz.org/kobe/trialgraphic42a.htm
“ ibid.
Wikipedia. (2006). Katelyn Faber. Retrieved March 24, 2006.
from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katelyn_Faber
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As in other instances of “good boys” accused of sex crimes, Bryant has not
suffered significant long-term effects of his alleged victim’s allegations. While some
initial panic on the part of sponsors like McDonald’s and Nutella resulted in lost
endorsement opportunities for Bryant, his celebrity has largely recovered since a
settlement was reached in civil case. Indeed, in December 2005, Bryant made a satellite
appearance on Monday Night Football to promote a Christmas Day basketball game
between the Los Angeles Lakers and the Miami Heat, yet no mention of the rape
allegations or the settlement were made although the appearance was his first on national
television outside the setting of a game since he was seen in trial coverage.^*
Furthermore, it was in that Christmas Day game that Nike, a company that had
maintained its contract with Bryant through the scandal, although he was not featured in
any advertisements until February 2006, elected to debut a new product, the Zoom Kobe
I, a basketball shoe in the spirit of the Air Jordan, in a place of special significance: on
Bryant’s feet.
The point here may be either or both oftwo equally obvious things: sexual assault
trials hinge on a woman’s honor, and wealthy people are rarely punished for their crimes.
What might be more interesting is a look at the public’s seemingly endless ability to
swallow both.
At the March 29, 2006 meeting ofmy Embracing Diversity section, students
engaged in a discussion of the alleged gang rape of a black exotic dancer hired to perform
by roughly 50 members of Duke University’s lacrosse team at a party held in an off-
campus house owned by the university. Given that my students are often suspicious and
Sweet, D. (2006, January 12). Like it or not, Kobe has cleared his name. Retrieved April 8, 2006,
from
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/10643890/
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dismissive of privileged people^^ I was somewhat surprised by their almost uniform
support for the lacrosse team, the members ofwhich are students at a school with a nearly
three billion dollar endowment and yearly tuition of more than $32,0007® The consensus
seemed to be that there existed a more plausible explanation of events than the one 1
provided when asked: a large group of white unsupervised male athletes had engaged in
excessive alcohol consumption and exerted their economic, racial, and gendered power
over a poor black woman. Not so, argued many ofmy students, both male and female,
what was more likely was that the alleged victim was actually the girlfriend of the captain
of another lacrosse team, and that the claims of rape were part of an elaborate plan to
unseat the ranked number two Duke team. That Duke President Richard H. Brodhead
elected to suspend the entire team for the duration of the season “until a clearer resolution
of the legal situation” is reached was only further proof of the “ruin Duke’s ranking”
scheme, and its success.
The following week I received an email from a female student in the class who
said that she had appreciated the discussion and found it “fascinatingly sad to hear”
men’s opinions on rape. I have to agree with her, but I was more surprised to see the
lengths to which they would go to contrive a situation in which the players had not really
gang raped the alleged victim; instead, she had willingly engaged in sexual acts with two
men in the bathroom and others had “accidentally” knocked down the door during the
act, making it “look like” a gang rape; one student contended that the alleged victim was
When tfiey aren’t envious and fascinated by the wealthy lifestyle, that is in diis regard my students are
remarkably typical ofmost Americans.
Duke University: At a Glance (2006). Retrieved April 16, 2006, from
http://www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/college/directory/briefrdrglance_2920_brief.php
Duke Sports Information (2006, March 31). Duke Suspends Men's Lacrosse Games Pending Clearer
Resolution of Legal Situation. Retrieved April 6, 2006, from
http://www.goduke.eom/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=4200&ATCLID=25 1 530
Gwenda James (2006) email.
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merely “embarrassed” by her own actions and had decided afterward to make claims of
rape. Certainly these explanations demonstrate this need to believe that no rape occurred,
and a willingness to accept the most ludicrous of circumstances to support that version of
events.
Another female student agreed with those floating the “captain’s girlfriend”
notion, and offered in support “like that girl and Kobe Bryant.” Obeying a rule is a
practice.
*
Rather than the pairing offered by my student. I’ll use this one: Katelyn Faber
and Jane Doe. What is it about this kind of rape victim, the one in the hotel room, the
one at the party, that so arouses the ire and condemnation of many Americans,
particularly males? The first strike against her is her motivation for being wherever she
is, with whomever she’s with, at the time of the assault. In short, Katelyn Faber and Jane
Doe were engaging in an especially treacherous element of adolescent life: the social
climb. It seems to me to be a safe assumption, based on the admissions of both women,
that Faber and Doe agreed to the initial invitations of Bryant and Haidl, Nachreiner, and
Spann because both were trying to navigate the complex social hierarchy so vital to
adolescent success.
This need demanded that Faber take Bryant up on his suggestion that she come to
his room after she finished her shift, and that Doe attend the private get-together at
Haidl’ s father’s Newport mansion. The agreement between the parties may not be
articulated this way, but it is along these lines: the girls benefit socially from the
invitations extended to them and the boys get to have sex. And, in most cases
this
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probably seems to be a trade worth making— particularly for a wealthy white girl, her
level of sexual desirability is akin to her social value, and bedding Kobe or the richest
boys in school is a surefire way to increase that value.
Faber and Doe reneged on their end of the deal, though, and this is when things
turn ugly. Because both women got what they came for, making the rape claim is
cheating. This is why Haidl’s supporters said again and again that Doe was manipulative
and taking advantage of the boys, and Faber was portrayed as out for fame and fortune in
the media.
For some time I thought that Haidl’s followers were suggesting that Doe had
conceived of the videotape, had choreographed, literally, the action on the tape when they
identified her as a manipulator, but now I see that they meant that Doe was breaking the
terms of the agreement by making rape allegations. What should have been, according to
this logic, a mutually beneficial evening, as Haidl said to Doe “I never meant to hurt
you,” culminated in jail time and the sex offender registry. This is what makes Doe a
manipulator, and allows for Haidl, Nachreiner, and Spann to remain good boys, even
though they penetrated an unconscious girl with a lit cigarette and other foreign objects.
It was part of the agreement. This is why their actions that night have no bearing on their
characters and shouldn ’t have any affect on their fixtures. This is what supports the ever-
present claim that everything that happened, both the events on the tape and afterward,
are Doe’s fault.
Of course, the perpetrators’ reluctance to take responsibility for their actions that
night only places them squarely in the culture from which they came. And maybe, like
the videotape that allowed Joseph Cavallo to repeatedly return Jane Doe
to the scene of
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her assault, that culture straddles a fine line between past and present. Because, in a few
different regards, California’s past is never too far behind its present: this is the nature of
having one’s adolescence on perpetual display.
And so it may be for Gregory Haidl and his accomplices, for Jane Doe, and even
Kristin Cavallari and her fiiends from the Real Orange County. Maybe for everyone who
undergoes Southern Californian adolescence. Because we see our own experiences or, at
least, versions of them, repeated ad nauseum on television shows, commercials, and
movie posters, we never put that time behind us. Possibly that is the practical experience
of living a dream: unless it falls out of the public’s favor, unless people cease to desire
that dream, those individuals whose actual existences overlap with the dream are unable
to leave it either. This is what demands the enduring youthfulness, the physical
maintenance that is so typical, even required, of Orange Countians, and the surreal
quality that comes fi’om balancing past and present in the same space. In an episode of
The Real Housewives ofOrange County, a reality show on Bravo and the newest
contribution to Orange County’s television stranglehold, Lauri Waring, 45, and one such
‘real housewife’ comments, “In Orange County, people just don’t get old,” and explains
the physical pain and financial strain that accompanies plastic surgery and Botox
treatments thusly, “If you want to look 32 forever, that’s the price you pay.”
But really, it’s the price paid to maintain infinite desirability, and the only reason
that price seems reasonable is because that desirability is worth it. That looking
“32
forever” is not only feasible but expected is a symptom of a defining feature of Orange
Chang, R. (2006, March 13). TV: "The Real Housewives ofOrange County".
Orange County Register.
Retrieved March 13, 2006, from
http://www.ocregister.com/ocregister/entertainment/atoz/article_1041399.php
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County life, a defining quality of the gang rape and trial, and a defining theme oiTheOC
and Laguna Beach plotlines; entitlement.
I don t intend to make the claim that a pervading sense of entitlement is unique to
Orange County, indeed it is easily found wherever the wealthy are. It is, however, still
what underlies so much of what this project is about. As much as audience and
performance factor into all of the events detailed here, the notion of entitlement is a
notable counterpoint. Who can expect to have their lives idealized and presented for
public adoration but those who feel entitled to such attention? Who but the entitled
would run the risk of incarceration and public humiliation by creating a videotaped
record of their crime? Maybe Greg Haidl, Kyle Nachreiner, and Keith Spann made their
tape more because they thought it was theirs to make than out of a need to see themselves
on television like they see other Orange County teenagers. If, for reasons already
discussed, they were unable to empathize with Jane Doe or even maintain awareness of
her humanity, maybe it was simply because they felt entitled to her body at the time of
the rape and afterward, and it never entered their minds that they had actually committed
a crime, because they were simply acting on what was already theirs.
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